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requirements for each item type, with additional detail proved in the content-specific item 
specifications. 

Selected Response Items 

Selected Response Items (SR) contain a series of options from which to choose correct responses. 
The Consortium’s emphasis will be on the development of items that reflect important knowledge 
and skills consistent with the expectations of the CCSS across the Depths of Knowledge (i.e., 
Recall/Literal Comprehension, Interpretation/Application, and Analysis/Evaluation). Carefully 
constructed and reviewed selected response items will allow students to demonstrate their use of 
complex thinking skills, such as formulating comparisons or contrasts; identifying cause and effects; 
identifying patterns or conflicting points of view; categorizing, summarizing, or interpreting 
information. The appropriate and judicious use of selected response items provides for a cost-
effective means to address content in terms of test development, administration, and scoring.  

Selected Response (SR) items will measure one or more content standard(s). A single SR item will 
not measure content standards in both mathematics and English language arts. For selected 
response items that are multiple choice, there will be up to four possible answer options (e.g., one 
correct answer and three wrong answer choices [distractors]). Selected response items should 
include, but not be limited to, multiple-choice items. 

The following list of considerations for item writing should be addressed when developing selected 
response items. 

• Each selected response item should be written to focus primarily on one assessment target. 
Secondary targets are acceptable and are listed in the item meta-data of sample items as 
appropriate, but it should be clear to all stakeholders which assessment target is the focal 
point of the item. 

• Items should be appropriate for students in terms of grade-level difficulty, cognitive 
complexity, and reading level. For non-reading items, the reading level should be 
approximately one grade level below the grade level of the test, except for specifically 
assessed terms or concepts.  

• Items are expected to include concepts detailed in the CCSS of lower grades. 

• Items should provide clear and complete instructions to students.  

• Each item should be written to clearly elicit the desired evidence of a student’s knowledge, 
skills, or abilities. 

• Options should be arranged according to a logical order whenever possible (e.g., 
alphabetical, least to greatest value, greatest to least value, length of options). 

Constructed Response and Extended Response Items 

Constructed Response (CR) is a general term for items requiring the student to generate a response 
as opposed to selecting a response. Both short and extended constructed response items will be 
used. Short constructed response items may require test-takers to enter a single word, phrase, 
sentence, number, or set of numbers, whereas extended constructed response items will require 
more elaborated answers and explanations of reasoning. These kinds of constructed response items  
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